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Abstract 
Answering a question of Simon, we prove that there exist strongly Ramseyan functions which 
admit no Ramseyan factorization forest of finite height. 
1. Introduction 
Simon [6] has initiated and developed a theory of factorization forests in order to 
describe recursive factorizations of words in a free semigroup. He has shown in 
particular that if function B : A + + E admits a Ramseyan factorization forest of finite 
height then it is strongly Ramseyan (the definitions are recalled later) and has asked 
whether the converse was true, the more interesting case being when E is finite. 
At that time the first author has answered in the negative the case where E is infinite 
(unpublished). Here, we present a function A + + E with E finite which does not satisfy 
the converse. 
So the property of admitting a Ramseyan factorization forest of finite height 
is strictly stronger that the property of being strongly Ramseyan and that makes 
all the more remarkable the results of [6] when j3 is a morphism into a finite 
semigroup. 
Theorem. (1) Afunction with domain A +, with 1 Al = 1, is strongly Ramseyan if and only 
if it admits a Ramseyan factorization forest ofjnite height. 
(2) There exists a function B: B + + E, with 1 I?[ = 2 and I E I = 3, which is strongly 
Ramseyan but admits no Ramseyan factorization forest of finite height. 
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Definitions (Simon [6,7]). For a set A, the free semigroup on A will be denoted by A + 
as usual and in this case A is called alphabet, or by 9(A). In the second notation an 
element of S(A) will be represented by (aI, az, . . . , a,), where ai E A. Also A* will 
denote the free monoid generated by A and A” the set of infinite words over A. Last, 
f+J (resp. P) will denote the set of nonnegative (resp. positive) integers. 
A factorization forest F = (X, d) over A consists of a subset X of A+ together 
with a function d _X + 9(X) such that for every x E X, d(x) = (x1, x2, . . . , x,) implies 
thatx=xlxz... x,. In other words d(x) is afactorization of x whose factors belong 
to x. 
Given F we can associate to each x E X a rooted ordered tree T(x), whose vertices 
are labeled by elements of X. If Id(x)1 = 1, i.e., d(x) = (x), then T(x) consists just 
of the root, labeled x. If d(x) = (x1, x2, . . . , xp) with p > 1, then the root of T(x), labeled 
x, has degree p and a copy of T(xi) is associated to the ith direct descendant of 
the root. 
The height of a vertex of a finite rooted tree is the length of a longest path from this 
vertex to a terminal vertex. The height of x E X in the factorization forest F = (X, d), 
denoted by h(x) or hF(x), is the height of the root of T(x). The height of F is 
h(F) = sup{h(x); x E X}. 
Now let u = (x1,x2, . . ..x.) be in F(A+). The gap size of u is gap(u) = max{lxil; 
1 < i < n}. 
Let a be a function with domain A +, then u = (x1, x2, . . . , x,) in 9(A ’ ) is an nth 
power modulo a if a(xl) = CI(X~) = ..a = a(x,). If, moreover, a(xixi+l . ..xj) is constant 
for 1 < i < j < n, this nth power modulo a is Ramseyan. 
The function u is strongly Rumseyun if for every infinite word w E A” there exists 
g > 0 such that for each k > 0 some factor of w has a factorization in 9(A ’ ) which is 
a Ramseyan kth power modulo a of gap size at most g. 
A factorization forest F(X,d), X E A+ is Rumseyun module u if, for every x in 
X,4x) = (xi,xz, . . . , xp) is a Ramseyan pth power modulo c1 whenever p 2 3. 
At last, we say that a admits the Ramseyan factorization forest F if F is Ramseyan 
modulo a and complete, i.e. X = A+ and d(x) = (x) only if x E A. 
Proof of the theorem. (1) Let a : A+ + E be a function with A = {u} a one-letter 
alphabet. Then, if a admits a Ramseyan factorization forest of finite height, it is 
strongly Ramseyan by [6, Proposition 3.21. 
Conversely, suppose CI is strongly Ramseyan. Then, as there is a single infinite word 
over A, w=uuu..., there exists g 3 1 and at least one infinite factorization 
w = U~U~...U,... such that, for all n 2 1, (u1,u2, .. . , u,) is a Ramseyan nth power 
modulo a with gap size at most g. Now define F = (A+,d) as follows: 
44 = (4, 
if 2 < 1x1 < Iul I then d(x) = (u,ulxl- ‘), 
if 1x1 > lull, we can write x = u1u2...upu, p 2 1 and 0 < IuI < Iup+11 and we put 
4x) = (~1~2 . ..up. v) if Iv1 # 0 or d(x) = (ul,u2, . . . . up) if JvI = 0. 
Clearly, F is a Ramseyan factorization forest of height at most g + 1 admitted by a. 
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(2) (a) First, with A = {a}, we choose a function a: A+ + { 1,2} which is not 
strongly Ramseyan. It suffices for instance to put [S, Example 93 
a(a’) = 1 if t E [m2 - m + 1, m2] for some in E P, 
a(d) = 2 otherwise. 
As a is not strongly Ramseyan it admits no Ramseyan factorization forest of finite 
height. So, as we shall see, there exists an infinite sequence of integers 
2=e0 < el < e2 < ... such that for any i E N we have &I”) > i in all the Ramseyan 
factorization forests admitted by a. Indeed, for p E P, let o(p) be the smallest value of 
h(aP) in the Ramseyan factorization forests admitted by a. The a(p)% are not bounded 
because, if they were, there would exist a Ramseyan factorization forest of finite height 
admitted by a, as an easy argument inspired by the proof of Proposition 2.1 in [6] 
shows. So we can find ei > ei- 1 such that c(ci) > i, and this establishes the existence 
of the eis. 
(b) Now, with B = {a, b} let cp: B* + A* be the morphism given by q(u) = a, 
q(b) = E (the empty word). We define a function /I:B+ + {0,1,2} by 
if w = b”, n > 0, then /I(w) = 0, 
if w = bn1ubn2u . . . b”“u with ni E N, k 2 1, and if k is a multiple of (ej + l), where 
j=maX{Q;l < . i < k}, then /I(w) = 0, 
otherwise, /3(w) = a(cp(w)). 
(c) We show that /I is strongly Ramseyan. For any finite or infinite word x, let 
Fuc(x) denote the set of the (finite) factors of x. Let w E B”. 
If, for every i > 0, b’ E Fuc (w) then by the definition of 8, w contains, for every i > 0, 
a Ramseyan ith power modulo /I with gap size 1. If not, w = hi h2 . . . hi . . . with 
hi = b”‘u, ni E N, i E IFP, and the n/s bounded by, say, s E P. Let H = (bju; 1 < j < s> 
and consider w as an infinite word over the new alphabet H. It is possible to find 
v E H” such that Fuc(v) E Fuc(w) with the following property: there exists g E P such 
that every element of K = H n Fuc(v) occurs in each factor of v of length g. This 
follows immediately from [3, Lemma 21 or from [l, Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 
4.21, or can be shown directly by successive applications of a well-known construction 
based on Kbnig’s Lemma (see [3, Lemma 1] for instance) allowing to eliminate the 
factors b”u whose distances between successive occurrences in w are not bounded. 
Now let c = max {i; b’u E K} and m be a multiple of (e, + 1) satisfying m > g. It is 
possible to factorize u as u = qlq2q3 .,. with qi E Km for i E P. By the maximality of 
t and the definition of #I, fi(qiqi+ i . . . 41) = 0 for 1 < i < j. So Y, hence w, contains for 
any i E P a Ramseyan ith power modulo /I with gap size at most m(t + 1). 
(d) We show that /I admits no Ramseyan factorization forest of finite height. Let 
F = (B+,d) be a Ramseyan factorization forest admitted by /I and for any n E l+J let 
x = (biu)e*. Let V be the vertex set of T(x) and 1: V --f B+ the corresponding labeling 
function. 
Let Tl be the (rooted oriented) subtree of T(x) having for vertex set V1 = (V E V, 
I(u)EB*uB*}. If UE Vi, then by the definitions of /I and x, /IQ.(u)) # 0, so that 
B@(u)) = a(rp@(u))). Now, we introduce a new labeling function ~1 for the vertices of 
T, by putting, for u E Vi, p(u) = cp(l(u)), where cp is the morphism previously defined. 
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Let u E Vi, with direct descendants in T1 (ur , u2, . . . , u,), p 2 1. It is easy to see that 
(p(u1),p(u2), . . ..p(u.)) is a factorization of p(u) and that if p > 3 this factorization is 
a Ramseyan pth power module a. 
Now, if u E V1 has only one direct descendant in T1, u’ say, we have p(u) = p(u’). 
Then we delete u’ and take for direct descendants of u the direct descendants, if any, of 
u’. Repeating this operation whenever it is possible, we obtain a new tree T2 with 
vertex set V,, say. In T2 every vertex u has degree 2 at least, excepted when ,u(u) = a. 
Let U = p( Vi) = p( I’,). As in the proof of [6, Proposition 2.11 we shall define 
6:U-r 9(U+) as follows: 
if u = a, then 6(u) = (a), 
ifuEU - {u} we choose a vertex u in pL- ’ (u) such that u has minimum height in T, 
and we put 6(u) = (p(u1),p(u2), . . . ,p(u,)), where (ur, u2, . . . , u,) are the direct descend- 
ants of u in T2. 
Now we extend 6 to A + by putting 6 (a”) = (a, a”- ‘) if a” 4 U. 
So we get a Ramseyan factorization forest F’ = (A+,6) which is admitted by a. 
Moreover, by the definition of ei, cp (w) = uei has height greater than i. But, by the 
constructions made, hF(w) 2 /+((P(w)), hence h(F) > i, so that F has not finite 
height. 0 
Remark 1. If we want now to find a function with infinite codomain which is strongly 
Ramseyan but admits no Ramseyan factorization forest of finite height, it suffices to 
modifycrasa:!:A++ P,a(u”)=nfornEP. 
This is even simpler that the first example found (see the introduction) where it was 
made use of infinitely many morphisms ai : A + --* Gi with Gi the cyclic group of order i. 
Remark 2. Let 1 = n, c n2 < .+. be an infinite sequence of integers, and y: 
A+ -+ {1,2} with A = (u} be such that ~(a’) = 1 if t E [ni, ni+l[ with i odd, y(d) = 2 
otherwise. 
Then it is easy to see that y is strongly Ramseyan if both ((ni+r - ni); i odd} and 
{(ni+ 1 - ni); i men> are bounded and that y is not strongly Ramseyan if both are 
unbounded. However, characterizing those y : A + -+ { 1,2}, A = {a}, which are strong- 
ly Ramseyan is a difficult problem in Number Theory. For instance let n be the set of 
the primes and for some z E N let ~(a’) = 1 if t E P n (II - z), y(u’) = 2 otherwise. 
Then if z # 1, y is strongly Ramseyan, but, by a result of [4], it is not if z = 1. 
Remark 3. If in the definitions given above, we drop the adjective Ramseyan, we get 
the notion of a strongly repetitive function [2] and that of a repetitive factorization 
forest admitted by a function. Any function which admits a repetitive factorization 
forest of finite height is strongly repetitive (same proof as in [6, Proposition 3.21). It is 
likely that the converse does not hold, but now we cannot make use of a not strongly 
repetitive function with 1 Al = 1 for a proof, because functions with IAl = 1 are 
trivially strongly repetitive. Maybe a not strongly repetitive function with I A I = 2 and 
IEJ = 2, whose existence is shown in [2], could be used instead. 
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